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Abstract
Expertise and experience are key factors for experts in strategic analysis in order to give advice on strategic mat-
ters such as the strength or the competitive position of an enterprise. They are able to reason with uncertain or
incomplete knowledge. Expert systems may be able to do the same if this heuristic knowledge can be modeled
and processed properly. This article discusses the modeling, implementation and the results of such an expert on
strategic analysis. The results are compared to those generated by Business Insight and further improvements are
discussed.
1. Introduction
One of the areas suitable for expert system application is that of business management. As this
is a very broad field indeed, typical applications will address only one specific domain within
a certain area of management. Research into identified business expert system applications
over the past two decades has shown that the area of production and operations control is
dominantly represented, with (financial) information systems running a close second. How-
ever, since the late 80’s marketing and to a lesser extent strategic management systems have
been on the increase [Wong and Monaco, 1995]. Typical domains of marketing knowledge
addressed by these systems could be advertising, brand management, new product introduc-
tion or competitive strategies. What makes these domains especially suited to knowledge-
based reasoning, is the fact that many situations faced by marketing managers cannot be ade-
quately represented by mathematical models, but instead rely on heuristic decision making
[Wierenga, 1992]. This, together with the extensive theoretical foundations most of these do-
mains have, makes expert systems on marketing problems potentially very strong, provided
the expert’s heuristic knowledge can be captured in the reasoning process.
Business Insight is an example of such an expert system [Business Insight User Manual,
1997]. Based on generally accepted strategic marketing theories, it provides a variety of dif-
ferent analyses and indicators to help managers develop sound business strategies and coordi-
nate activities at various levels. It performs very well for one company supplying one product
or service, but the possibility of vertical integration and the profitability of cost sharing are
considered only briefly and other synergetic effects between various products and strategic
business units (SBUs) not at all. In modern business management, where more and more em-
phasis is placed on efficiency and cost reduction, this hiatus can be a considerable drawback
for an enterprise that wants to have a realistic view of its performance and potential.
Another aspect that is not addressed by Business Insight is that of uncertainty. It is estimated
that managers are confronted with situations of which the ramifications are unclear 80% of the
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time. The majority of the decisions faced in a business environment therefore have to be made
under circumstances of a larger or lesser degree of uncertainty. So far, this has not been mir-
rored in the reasoning method found in Business Insight. Both aspects are dealt with in the
present research.
The next section briefly focuses on the theoretical background of strategic analysis, paying
particular attention to the various theories underlying the analyses performed by Business In-
sight, and some of the theoretical insights that can act as a starting-point for the additional
corporate analysis function. Section 3 provides a brief overview of Business Insight. In section
4 some major aspects of expert systems and expert system shells are discussed. Since in this
research project the knowledge base environment AionDS has been used it is discussed in
some more detail. The strategic analysis model, its underlying object model and the imple-
mentation of the newly developed expert system are the subject of section 5. The resulting ex-
pert system and its behavior are discussed in section 6.
2. Strategic Analysis
Strategic analysis concerns itself with reviewing a company’s overall effectiveness in achiev-
ing its objectives. Ideally, these objectives have been formulated during strategic planning,
which is the process of deciding on and analyzing the organization’s mission, overall objec-
tives, general strategies, and major resource allocations, in order to achieve a fit between these
goals and the changing marketing opportunities [Hellriegel and Slocum, 1991]. In [Flaes,
1998] a comprehensive description is given of strategic analysis in relation to Business In-
sight.
The strategic analysis Business Insight provides is clearly geared to a company that provides a
limited number of goods or services to one or related segments in a particular market. For
companies, or even conglomerates, that provide diverse goods and services to many different
markets however it falls short. Such companies are usually divided in a number of distinct
strategic business units (SBU). A strategic business unit is a division or subsidiary of a firm
that serves a distinct product-market segment [Hellriegel and Slocum, 1991]. Ideally, an SBU
has a number of characteristics such as: it should have its own customers and competitors, it
should be possible to operate an SBU as a separate business, it should be able to identify and
isolate its own individual costs and revenues and should be largely responsible for its own
profits and losses and it should have its own management team, which is responsible for the
operation of the unit [Lancaster and Massingham, 1996], [Flaes, 1998].
The objective of dividing a company in this way, is to organize the various independent units
in such a way that each unit can be managed and controlled on an individual basis, while at
the same time the different parts of the business can be managed effectively on a collective
basis at the corporate level. Of course, it is possible to subject each SBU individually to some
strategic analysis and implement the suggested strategies for each SBU separately. In most
cases however, this would not lead to an optimal strategy for the company as a whole. Firstly,
these separate, uncoordinated strategies may be counterproductive to the overall optimization
of the company’s goals. In striving to achieve maximum profitability for their own SBU,
managers might lose sight of what is in the best interest of the company as a whole. Secondly,
there may be distinct possibilities for joint operations in certain areas and the sharing of costs,
know-how or support facilities. These synergetic effects, where value is created at the oper-
ating level when business units can share the costs of certain activities or the skills and exper-
tise of key personnel, can be viewed as ‘economies of operation’ [Wells, 1984].
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These effects can occur in three ways. In the first place, costs associated with an activity tend
to fall (in per unit terms) when the scope of the activity increases, provided they are suscepti-
ble to economies of scale. Sharing certain activities between two or more SBUs increases the
scope of the activity, thus providing potential for unit cost reductions for all SBUs involved.
Not all activities qualify for joint exploitation though. Advertising for instance may be diffi-
cult to share since it is very brand specific, and in some cases may even lead to issues of
credibility in the marketplace. Secondly, more than one SBU may profit from a company’s
established competence. This competence might be considered a measure of the ability of a
company to perform effectively in certain knowledge domains. Through transfer of its supe-
rior expertise from one SBU to another, a company can create competitive advantage with re-
spect to its rivals. The same applies for the sharing of knowledge and skills of individual em-
ployees, or the transfer of organizational expertise. An added bonus could be the value created
for an SBU as a result of being identified as a member of the corporate whole, and sharing the
corporate image. Thirdly, certain synergies may be possible through vertical integration. Costs
may be eliminated in areas such as marketing and sales, inventory, purchasing, production or
transport, while the costs for R&D facilities, production site and administrative infrastructure
may be shared.
As stated earlier, of these possibilities for synergy, vertical integration and to a very small ex-
tent product cost sharing are the only ones being considered at the moment. By adding knowl-
edge reflecting the possible advantages other synergetic effects may bring, the expert system
can improve its analysis and ensure more relevant strategic advice.
Porter identifies two corporate strategies that actively make use of the potential for synergy
between various SBUs [Porter, 1988]. In the first place a corporation can exploit the similari-
ties between otherwise autonomous SBUs by transferring competence, in the form of techno-
logical or management expertise, from one enterprise to another. These similarities can be
based on characteristics as diverse as similar customers groups or strategic objectives, as long
as they are relevant to the sustainable competitive advantage of each SBU. Secondly, a corpo-
ration can actively promote joint activities such as distribution, sales and marketing (where
appropriate) and customer service. Before embarking on this strategy however, an evaluation
must be made whether the ‘economies of operation’ are sufficient to offset the increase in co-
ordination requirements and need for compromise. Strongly autonomous operations may not
be particularly suited to this strategy.
In order to get a good strategic analysis many aspects have to be taken into account. Business
Insight provides an excellent list of many aspects that may contribute to the analysis. For this
reason in the next section some more attention is paid to this system.
3. Software Tools for Strategic Analysis
Since the introduction of knowledge-based systems in marketing in the late seventies and
eighties, a large number of systems has been developed. The field of strategic analysis is one
that is well documented and intricate, lending itself admirably to being modeled by an expert
system. As with all paradigms, there are certain domains that are especially suited to expert
system modeling which can be summarized as: well-bounded domains with ill-structured
problems.
The developers of an actual expert system in Strategic Marketing, the Comstrat Model, agree
that using ‘deep knowledge’ about the relationships between variables increases the range of
situations that a system is capable of reasoning about [Moutinho, Curry and Davies, 1993]. In
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short, there seems to be a distinct need for a system that combines hybrid or frame-based
techniques with more conventional expert system programming to create a model that is capa-
ble of performing a comprehensive strategic analysis not only at enterprise level, but spanning
the entire organization.
As indicated in the introduction, Business Insight is one of the existing rule-based expert sys-
tems for strategic analysis. More specifically, it is a business factors analysis tool that is used
to gather knowledge and formulate strategies for business planning [Business Insight User’s
Manual, 1997]. Using about 400 facts gathered from the user’s response to questions posed by
the system at input time, it can perform a range of analyses giving the user practical insight
and advice on his business and marketing strategies. Business Insight can perform both prod-
uct and service oriented analyses but for convenience sake, the discussion will be limited to a
product analysis.
3.1 Business Insight
The input required by Business Insight is extensive, and covers information about the en-
terprise in general, the product or product line (or service), the market, marketing and sales,
competition, production, suppliers and financial matters. In all, there are about 400 facts for
which Business Insight solicits answers, some of which need to be reproduced for all com-
petitors. In general, not all questions will be relevant for each company or product. Using the
facts entered by the user and other facts or ‘assertions’ deduced from them by a kind of expert
rules, Business Insight makes a number of further assertions. Each of these has a list of con-
tributing factors with associated ratings. The assertion rating is the quantitative valuation ar-
rived at by taking the sum of the weighted ratings of the contributing factors. By adjusting
these weights, ranging from 0 to 10, the user can effectively tailor Business Insight to his
market and enterprise situation.
Used individually or jointly, the various analyses give an in-depth review of a company’s pre-
sent situation and improvement potential. While all the features mentioned here contribute to
the strength of the expert system, and the overall impression gained from the system is one of
theoretically sound, easy to use and practical advice, there are one or two aspects which could
be improved upon. The next section takes a look at these and also introduces some desirable
features, which are lacking at present.
3.2 Strengths and Weaknesses
Business Insight is a powerful analysis tool but it was also perceived to show some weak-
nesses, both with regard to the actual analysis and in the way reasoning is performed. One of
the main drawbacks was seen to be the lack of uncertainty in the reasoning process. Strategic
analysis more often than not is based on incomplete or estimated, uncertain information. Since
this is inherent to the problem, experts have long since learnt to deal with uncertainty by ap-
plying heuristic knowledge, knowledge gained through experience that is often referred to as
rule of thumb. Modeling this kind of knowledge in a production system without the aid of an
uncertainty feature is virtually impossible since it would require a complete enumeration of
each and every possible situation and its probable ramifications. Business Insight has circum-
vented this problem to some extent by introducing the weighting system, where each assertion
rating is a weighted average of the underlying fact and assertion ratings. Each fact therefore
has only a limited influence on the final outcome and missing or uncertain information (in
small amounts) is taken in stride. Expert system's production rules on the other hand rely on
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the existence and validity of facts presented to them to fire the correct rule and instigate a
chain of reasoning.
The drawback of the weighting system is the lack of intuitively understandable reasoning and
deduction. Every piece of knowledge is viewed in terms of its rating and relative importance
indicated by the weight associated with it, and while this lends a certain robustness to the pro-
ceedings it also clouds the issue. An example of such a rule is the following:
Enterprise Strength (43)
1. Enterprise has limited capacity to be leader in low cost (30,10)
2. Enterprise cannot construct entry barriers to competition (35,10)
3. Enterprise is not prominent (47,10)
4. Enterprise has poor ability to sustain position (48,10)
5. Enterprise has a capable management team (57,10)
6. Enterprise has sufficient infrastructure to support activities (62,6)
7. Enterprise has significant freedom of action (64,6)
8. Enterprise has significant capacity to differentiate (69,10)
9. Enterprise has no outstanding legal problems (75,3)
This assertion and its contributing factors are to be found in an example Business Insight ap-
plication. The bracketed values indicate the rating associated with the assertion and its relative
weight in the overall analysis. In this case, the enterprise strength gets a rating 43 based on the
weighted mean of the factors 1 till 9: (30*10 + 35*10 + 47*10 + … +75*3)/90. The ratings of
the factors 1 till 9 are calculated in similar rules.
It is virtually impossible to convert this rule to a ‘usual’ expert rule. If the class Enterprise
would have attributes that only could take the values good, average and poor and the attribute
strength could also take one of these values then there would be a need for 39 rules to cover all
the possibilities. This is the main reason why certainty factors are necessary to define short-
cuts, the so-called rules of thumb.
Another concern was already introduced in the previous chapter and is of a theoretical rather
than a practical nature. When performing an analysis, Business Insight focuses on one product
or product line, and all aspects of the business are examined only insofar as they pertain to this
product (line). Management however may be interested in analyzing the performance of the
company as a whole, as well as product by product. Finally, the analysis touches only briefly
on cross utilization of facilities, allowing for sharing of operations such as development,
manufacture or marketing/sales with other products on offer, but for the rest ignoring the pos-
sible synergetic effects of jointly producing and/or marketing several products. As these ef-
fects were shown to have a potential impact on the overall operation results, this could be
considered a weakness in Business Insight’s functionality.
4. Expert Systems
Expert systems are typically constructed as a set of declarative representations (mostly pro-
duction rules of the if-then type) combined with an interpreter (inference engine) for those
representations. The declarative representations are domain-specific, the interpreter is sepa-
rated from this knowledge. These interpreters, separated from the knowledge base, are known
as expert system shells.
At present, there are several commercially available shells that typically provide mechanisms
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for knowledge representation, reasoning and explanation. Moreover, as expert systems be-
came more widely applicable, the need for integration with other programs (such as corporate
databases) became evident and therefore also the need for an interface with a larger program-
ming environment [Rich and Knight, 1991]. This too is now included as standard functional-
ity in most expert system shells.
4.1 Production Rules
Production rules typically represent business logic, which is the business knowledge used to
decide what to do with the various patterns of data values that exist in the domain model, and
which procedural logic statements to execute when. Rules specify the actions for the inference
engine to take when the premise or conditions in the rule are true. Rules follow the general ‘if-
then’ format, for example:
IF
MyCar’s Battery is ‘charged’ and
MyCar’s EngineTurnover is ‘sluggish’ and
MyCar’s LightsAppearance is ‘bright’
THEN
MyCar’s SuspectedProblem is ‘corroded battery terminals’
END
The premise of a rule examines parameter or slot values, and once the condition evaluates to
true the action part is executed. These actions can consist of setting other parameter or slot
values or invoking methods on an instance or a class. Both premises and actions can include
multiple conditions or clauses respectively. Multiple conditions are joined by logical operators
such as AND or OR, and the premise evaluates to true if all or at least one of the conditions
evaluates to true for AND and OR respectively.
4.2 Inference Engine
The two main rule-based inference techniques used in knowledge-based systems are forward
and backward chaining. The inference engine processes rules to infer new knowledge from
already known knowledge and depending on the particular problem-solving situation, rules
can be defined as either forward or backward chaining. Forward chaining is data-driven,
which means that rules are executed exhaustively until all possible consequences have been
inferred. Rules fire as soon as data are matched with the premises or antecedents of these
rules. If the action part of the rule yields new information, these conclusions are added as facts
to the database and may prompt other rules to fire. In contrast, backward chaining is goal-
directed and the inference engine accesses information in or derives information from the
knowledge base only on an as-needed basis. It starts with a processing goal and works back-
wards through the action part of rules to determine which rule(s) should execute to resolve the
goal, and which values need to be derived for the premise to become true. If there are no data
matching the premise of the identified rule present in the knowledge base, further rules are
identified with matching actions to resolve these new goals (sub-goals). These are added to
the goal list. As soon as the premise of a rule that the inference engine is testing becomes true,
the rule executes and yields the data necessary for the next rule on the goal list to fire. Back-
ward chaining actively tries to source unknown information in a rule’s premise. When the
knowledge base, the external database or the inference process fail to yield the desired infor-
mation, the system might ask the user for the missing data. Forward chaining does not have
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this recourse. This makes it important for all relevant information to be known before the ap-
plication starts to execute.
The choice of inferencing is constrained when it takes place under conditions of uncertainty.
We therefore consider the topic of uncertainty and the related Certainty Factor Model.
4.3 Uncertainty
When the term uncertainty is used in relation to knowledge one may be referring to any one of
the following interpretations. Either we are totally ignorant on the subject, or we know part of
it, or we think we know but are in fact in error - various types of faulty or incomplete infor-
mation which may be quite easy to deal with in the human mind, but can cause severe prob-
lems when dealing with computerized systems requiring exact and correct data. To manage
this, efforts have been made to introduce the topic of uncertainty to information systems. One
of the models is the Certainty Factor Model that is used in this research.
4.4 The Certainty Factor Model
Intended for use with rule-based expert systems, the Certainty Factor Model [Van Melle,
1980], [De Swaan Arons, 1991] is an interesting example of a heuristic approach that attempts
to be computationally efficient without necessarily adhering to all of the axioms of probabil-
istic approaches [Krause and Clark, 1993]. As such, it can be considered a type of modified
Bayes system, differing particularly in its use of mathematical calculus within a goal-driven
rule-based inference procedure.
The model originally stems from the Mycin system, designed to assist physicians in the diag-
nosis and treatment of serious infections [Shortliffe, 1976] and, in slightly modified form, was
implemented in the Emycin expert system shell [Van Melle, 1981]. The model relies on the
use of certainty factors (CF) that can be considered to be a measure of truth for a fact or a pro-
duction rule. The CF is a number in [-1,+1]. Absolute certainty corresponds to +1, whereas -1
denotes absolute falsehood. CF = 0 expresses the absence of certainty, in a positive or in a
negative sense. A fact is considered to be the binding of a global variable to some value. For
the propagation of uncertainty the model provides a set of five updating functions to perform
the necessary calculations. The Boolean operator functions a., b. and c. are used to calculate
the resulting uncertainty of the Boolean expressions (e1, e2 or e) constructed by using the
AND, OR and NOT operators:
a. CF(e1 AND e2) = min{CF(e1), CF(e2)}
b. CF(e1 NOT e2) = max{ CF(e1), CF(e2)}
c. CF(NOT e) = - CF(e)
Function a. corresponds with the assumption that the weakest link determines the strength of a
chain, so take the smallest CF. Function b. relies on the strongest link and then the largest CF
is taken. The last function formulates how to handle the negation.
The model also has a rule propagation function. When some production rule r is defined re-
flecting the relation between some evidence (the Boolean expressions ei) and a hypothesis (h),
the rule propagation function is used to calculate the uncertainty of the hypothesis, when firing
of the rule succeeds. If CF is the certainty factor associated with a conclusion concerning hy-
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pothesis h, then the certainty factor of h is calculated by function d.:
d. CF(h) = )}e(CF,0{max*CF ii
Each production rule in a rule base is a single piece of knowledge that has the capacity to
draw a certain conclusion from some evidence. If there are two sources of evidence for some
hypothesis h the resulting certainty is derived by combining the certainty factors CF1 and CF2
of both conclusions in function e.:
e. CF(h) = CF1 + CF2 (1 - CF1) CF1, CF2 both ≥ 0
= CF1 + CF2 (1 + CF1) CF1, CF2, both ≤ 1
= |}CF||,CFmin{|1
CFCF
21
21
−
+
-1 < CF1 * CF2 < 0
This last equation ensures that equal but opposite sources of evidence effectively cancel each
other out, and one negative effect is not likely to dispel several positive ones or vice versa.
When there are more than two Certainty Factors the combination function is applied incre-
mentally, first combining two CF’s, then combining the result with the third CF and so on.
These are also the main lines along which AionDS (see section 4.5) processes uncertain in-
formation. More about certainty representation and certainty set operations can be found in the
Certainty Appendix to the AionDS Language Reference Manual [AionDS Language Ref-
erence, 1996].
The CF formalism has been popular with expert system designers as it seems to provide a
method for both formalizing heuristic reasoning as rules and simultaneously allowing uncer-
tainty to be quantified and combined in a formal but simple calculus. Yet, the CF model is
still a subject of discussion. In [Flaes, 1998] a summary of the pros and cons is provided.
4.5 AionDS
One of the commercially available expert system shells is AionDS [AionDS Student Guide,
1996]. As the inference engine with its attendant functionality is already incorporated in the
shell, what remains for the user to define is the application knowledge, the object model, the
set of data, facts, structured rules and user interfaces that are domain specific. Once this is
coded, the inference engine knows how to apply the application knowledge to achieve a stated
goal without explicit prompting by the user. The next part examines the system architecture
and inferencing techniques more closely.
The Aion Development System (AionDS) is structured to separate application knowledge (the
knowledge base) from application processing (the inference engine). In addition to structures
for representing business knowledge and an operational inference engine it also includes spe-
cial editors for creating and maintaining knowledge structures. These features make it what is
commonly known as an expert system shell. We will now briefly explore the concept of ex-
pert system shells in general and AionDS in particular.
The knowledge base is comprised of four distinct types of knowledge structures representing
the application knowledge. These are:
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− Data, encompassing all the definitions, constraints and defaults for related data fields.
This is modeled by class and instance objects.
− Business logic, the set of detailed business decision definitions. This judgmental knowl-
edge examines the data and decides which procedures to apply at what time to achieve
certain goals. It is modeled by ‘if – then’ production rules.
− Procedural logic, consisting of all procedures that read, manipulate, and write data. It rep-
resents the actions to invoke upon the data, relying on business logic to tell it when to exe-
cute. Procedural code is found in methods and functions.
− High-level control instructions, defining the procedural control for high-level tasks.
Rather than specifying how to perform a certain task, these instructions merely state what
has to be done in states or agenda. The inference engine is responsible for identifying and
carrying out the tasks necessary to achieve the stated goals.
The inference engine is an integrated collection of problem-solving algorithms that combine
and apply relevant data, facts and rules in the knowledge base to reach a goal or to draw a
conclusion. In order to do this it first reads the agenda to see what high-level instructions have
been defined for the application. It then determines which business logic structures, or rules, it
needs to execute in order to accomplish the agenda instructions. As these execute, the infer-
ence engine notes which procedural logic structures, methods or functions, should be executed
and proceeds to do so. During the entire process the inference engine may find it needs to re-
trieve, update or otherwise manage internal or external data.
5. The Model
Now that both the foundation for the program and the application method have been dis-
cussed, it is time to take a closer look at the actual model of the problem. Application knowl-
edge can be divided into two basic categories: the problem model, containing the problem-
solving logic (mostly in the form of so-called business rules or production rules), and the do-
main model, representing the data structures. The domain model describes the overall struc-
ture of the domain knowledge, the factual and descriptive knowledge. It could use classes, in-
stances, slots and methods to represent and manage data and because of this OO approach
such a domain model is called an object model.
The object model has been designed and developed in an earlier stage. A detailed description
of the object model can be found in [Jellema, 1997]. The main purpose of this model has been
to present a comprehensive description of an enterprise with all of its relevant aspects (such as
employees, management, products, finance, service) and its environment (such as branch of
industry, competitors, suppliers, political factors). Design and development have been carried
out in such a way that the OO model could serve as a backbone for various expert systems on
strategic analysis.
The strength of knowledge-based systems like AionDS lies in the way problem and domain
model are integrated in a hybrid model. The problem model is concerned with heuristics and
inferencing, breaking down the problem-solving processes into modular pieces. Each piece
corresponds to a specific aspect of the overall problem, and the problem-solving algorithm is
represented by states, state agendas and rules. To adequately represent both types of model,
AionDS makes use of both rule-based techniques and object-oriented techniques to design the
two models.
In the next sections a brief overview will be given of the OO domain model, the extended rule
base and how the system can reason under uncertainty.
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5.1 Relevant Domain Objects in an Object Model
The object model describes a company with all its attendant characteristics and attributes, as
well as its extended environment. A thorough analysis of Business Insight provided a list of
objects that the model should contain and these were duly added to the domain model. The
challenging part of the modeling process was representing the various relationships between
the objects. Each type of object in the domain is modeled by a class. This class can either be a
parent class, in which case the object is the most general form of its type in the knowledge
base, or it is a refinement of another object represented as a subclass of the general object.
Class hierarchy is a useful way of modeling the ‘is-a’ relationship between objects of different
abstraction levels. Referring to the object model for our strategic analysis application, Own-
Enterprise, Competitor, and Corporation for instance are all a kind of enterprise, and are there-
fore modeled as subclasses of ‘Enterprise’, as illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1. Class Enterprise and its subclasses
An application generally has more than one hierarchy, some consisting of only the top-level
class, others several layers deep. Apart from the is-a connection, another important relation-
ship within and between hierarchies frequently occurs. An object has a number of characteris-
tics that are, not surprisingly, linked with the object in a has-a relationship. These attributes
are modeled as slots, or little chunks of information pertaining to specific features of the class.
They refer not only to basic information about an object, such as name, technical classification
or skills, but also to other objects entirely. Taking a look at OwnEnterprise again, it seems
plausible that it has not only one or more competitors or suppliers, but also customers, one or
more products, employees etc. All these objects are modeled as classes in their own right, and
are at the same time attributes of OwnEnterprise, modeled as slots in the class definition, see
also figure 2.
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Finding all these mutual relationships and representing them adequately is imperative to the
correct functioning of the knowledge base. In all, there are some 114 classes relevant to the
domain, arranged in 18 hierarchies.
Figure 2. Class OwnEnterprise and some of the slots belonging to it
5.2 Strategic Analysis in Business Rules
Based on the object model a (large) number of production rules have been defined. In the fol-
lowing three example rules are given:
Rule EnterpriseStrength 1
IF OwnEnterprise1.CostleadershipCapacity includes ‘good’
THEN
Add ‘good’ to OwnEnterprise1.EnterpriseStrength with cf(0.5*aes_cf)
Add ‘poor’ to OwnEnterprise1.EnterpriseStrength with cf(-0.3*aes_cf)
END
Rule EnterpriseStrength 16
IF OwnEnterprise1.Differentiation includes ‘average’
THEN
Add ‘average’ to OwnEnterprise1.EnterpriseStrength with cf(0.4*aes_cf)
END
Rule Differentiation 5
IF Employees1.UniqueSkills is ‘some’
THEN
Add ‘good’ to OwnEnterprise1.Differentiation with cf(0.2*aes_cf)
Add ‘average’ to OwnEnterprise1.Differentiation with cf(0.6*aes_cf)
Add ‘poor’ to OwnEnterprise1.Differentiation with cf(0.2*aes_cf)
END
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The first two rules concern some of the factors that have bearing on the enterprise strength. If
the conditions evaluate to true, the valuations ‘good’, ‘average’ or ‘poor’ will be given to the
attribute EnterpriseStrength with a certainty factor related to the certainty of the premise
through the aes_cf operator. To strengthen the effect of a positive or negative valuation of the
premise attribute, it was decided to not only take the direct effect on the corresponding valua-
tion of the conclusion into account but also include (some of) the other valuations. In rule
EnterpriseStrength 1 this leads to adding a positive value to the valuation ‘good’ and a nega-
tive one to the valuation ‘poor’ if the premise CostleadershipCapacity evaluates to ‘good’. In
other words: not only is the confidence or belief in a ‘good’ valuation increased, the corre-
sponding confidence in the ‘poor’ valuation is decreased accordingly. The word ‘includes’ in
the premise of the rule again reveals that the attribute is itself derived from other facts, and
carries a composite certainty factor. In contrast, the third rule has a premise concerning an at-
tribute that was directly derived from the user or database (which is not designed to represent
any associated certainty factors), as denoted by the use of the word ‘is’ referring to the single
valuation associated with the attribute. Rule Differentiation 5 is only one of the rules that con-
cludes about an enterprise’s differentiation capability, and only when each of these rules has
been evaluated and where possible executed does the inference engine try to execute rule En-
terpriseStrength 16 which has Differentiation as its premise.
Choosing the certainty factors for each rule was done in a rather arbitrary fashion. Certainty
factors were seen to range from –1 to 1 inclusive. The following interpretations were given to
the CF values in the knowledge base, where the same interpretations hold for the correspond-
ing negative values with respect to the untruth of the assertion the certainty factor refers to.
5.3 The Agenda
The agenda schedules the tasks that have to be carried out in order to get the solution of the
problem. The agenda is spread out over a number of so-called states.
Every application has at least one (entry) state called Main, which is comparable with the
main program in more traditional applications. Most however are composed of several rela-
tively self-contained states, each with their own agenda and knowledge structures, to represent
the separate modules of the problem model and major tasks to be accomplished. States repre-
sent the high-level control and business logic components of the application knowledge, and
use their agendas and rules to model high-level tasks in the application. States can be organ-
ized into hierarchies, which promotes the clarity of the reasoning process by grouping related
rules together, and allows the user to exercise more control over the proceedings. In such a
hierarchy, the parent state not only directs the flow of control for its children or sub-states, but
is also the only one capable of calling a child state into action. In contrast, independent or top-
level states can be invoked by any other state or rule in the knowledge base. The state hierar-
chy is organized as follows:
LoadData
Initialize Corporation
For all SBUs do
    Initialize SBU
    For all SBU(i).Competitors do
        For all SBU(i).Products do
            For all Competitors(j).CompetitiveProducts do
                State (GetEnterpriseStrength)
 /* at this point all the rules that refer to Enterprise Strength are executed */
 State (ProductRevenueRange)
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 /* determines whether product revenue falls  within the allowed range for combination */
                State (ProductResult)
 /* reformats achieved product results and loads them into database table ProductResults */
            End
        End
        State (EnterpriseRevenueRange)
        /* determines whether enterprise revenue falls within the allowed range for combination */
        State (EnterpriseCombi)
        /* combines the results for the various products belonging to each of the SBUs, if appropriate */
        State (EnterpriseCostSharing)
         /* checks for explicit manifestations of cooperation between the products belonging to SBU */
        State (EnterpriseResult)
         /* reformats achieved SBU results and loads them into the database table EnterpriseResults */
    End
End
State (CorporateCombi)
/* combines the results for the SBUs belonging to the corporation, if appropriate */
State (CorpCostSharing)
 /* checks for explicit manifestations of cooperation between SBUs belonging to the Corporation */
State (CorporateResult)
/* reformats the achieved Corporate results and loads them into database table CorporateResults */
SaveData
End
The inference engine starts with loading the relevant data found in the database. After the in-
formation pertaining to the corporation under review is retrieved and processed, a series of
nested for-loops ensures that every product for each of the SBUs is analyzed with respect to
every competitor and competitive product deemed relevant to the analysis. The results of the
individual analyses are subsequently combined to achieve results for each of the SBUs, and
these are in turn pooled and where appropriate incremented to achieve a result for the corpo-
ration as a whole. Throughout the process intermediate results are written back to the data-
base. The states invoked in Main’s agenda each have agendas of their own, mainly to instigate
the inferencing process for the rules under their control or pass messages to the user.
5.4 The Expert System
One of  the aims of the research project has been that the expert system has to be able to ana-
lyze multiple products and SBUs simultaneously. In fact, this was the most challenging task.
Instead of loading the data and performing the analysis for one product only, a set of nested
for-loops in the main agenda directs the inference agenda to do this repeatedly for all the indi-
vidual products which are identified in the database as belonging to the corporation through
various SBUs. This approach could be realized with AionDS (7.0) although some creative
solutions had to be developed since this version is less flexible on this point.
To merely combine individually achieved results does not adequately reflect the nature of syn-
ergy, as mentioned before. Rules were therefore added to enhance the combined results, pro-
vided joint operations or sharing of expertise and costs between the SBUs actually occur.
These so-called synergetic rules have deliberately been kept primitive since this kind of
knowledge was not yet subject of research. An example of such rule is the following:
Rule JointOperations 1
IF
Corporation1.JointOperations is TRUE
THEN
CorpCostLeaderGood = min (1, CorpCostLeaderGood + 0.1)
CorpBarriersGood = min (1, CorpBarriersGood + 0.1)
CorpStrengthGood = min (1, CorpStrengthGood + 0.02)
It increases the certainty for a parameter associated with an assertion rating 'good' by a set
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amount, provided this does not result in a certainty larger than 1, or absolute certainty. Since
these parameters have not been defined as certainty sets, the CF combination function cannot
be applied to them, which would have made this explicit check unnecessary. These synergy
rules have been included, not so much for their inherent contribution to validity or strength of
the analysis as such, but to illustrate how synergetic effects may be incorporated in the rea-
soning process. In the fullness of time, they can be replaced by heuristic rules that truly reflect
the character of synergy, and thereby contribute significantly to the expert system’s perform-
ance with respect to corporate analysis.
6. Some Experiments and Results
The system developed under AionDS is quite different from Business Insight, despite the fact
that the theory and rules underlying the analysis are similar. In the first place, Business Insight
provides a lot more than just an evaluation of the enterprise strength, which is all that the de-
veloped expert system is capable of at the moment. On the other hand, it does not take uncer-
tainty in the reasoning process into consideration, let alone multiple product analyses.
As an example of how the developed expert system would perform, in the next section we
will consider an evaluation of a multiple SBU/multiple products case. It must be emphasized
that the evaluation should be looked at with great care. The results heavily depend on the cer-
tainty factors used throughout the knowledge base and these are not validated.
The corporation under review consists of 2 SBUs, the first of which produces one single
product, aptly named Product11, the second carrying both Product21 and Product22. As out-
lined before, these products are first analyzed individually after which the results are com-
bined and adjusted for synergetic effects to obtain the corporate strength. Section 6.2 of this
section is concerned with improving the achieved results by altering some of the facts within
the SBUs’ and corporation’s control identified as poor or average. In this way the manager can
quickly identify problem areas and try to improve or at least neutralize their effects.
6.1 Running the Consultation
The results of the analysis for the individual products belonging to SBU1 and SBU2 are sum-
marized in table 1.
Assertion/fact Product11 Product21 Product22
Cost leadership capacity Poor (0.91)
Average (0.49)
Average (0.91)
Good (0.45)
Average (0.91)
Good (0.45)
Past distribution channel cost Ignore Extensive Extensive
Production overlap Not A little A little
Product cost sharing None Some Some
Cost controls in place Poor Average Average
All operational function capabilities Average Average Average
Barriers to market entry Poor (0.91)
Average (0.64)
Average (0.89)
Poor (0.51)
Good (0.99)
Average (0.94)
Learning curve status Good Good Ignore
Production overlap Not Some Some
Product cost sharing None Some Some
Technology copy/acquire/purchase poss. Poor Poor Good
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Costs associated with product introduction None None Some
Training/support/modification necessary None Some Extensive
Write-off costs None None None
All operational function capabilities Average Average Average
Ability to sustain position Poor (0.27)
Average (0.85)
Good (0.25)
Average (0.89)
Poor (0.44)
Good (0.95)
Average (0.88)
Likelihood of competitive imitation Very much Very much Not
Strength of substitute products Extensive Some None
Threat of invading new technologies None Some None
Product improvement focus/possibility/speed Good Poor Good
Performance approaching physical limits Good Average Good
Prospective buyers’ non-price objectives Extensive Some Extensive
Prominence Average (0.82)
Good (0.65)
Average (0.66)
Good (0.48)
Good (0.86)
Average (0.70)
Past market share Some Extensive -
Founder reputation Ignore Ignore Ignore
Feature uniqueness Poor Poor Average
Service uniqueness Good Good Good
Performance/Technology uniqueness Good Average Good
Management team capability Average (0.87)
Good (0.66)
Average (0.86)
Good (0.76)
Average (0.86)
Good (0.76)
COO experience and suitability Good Average Average
CFO experience and suitability Average Average Average
Service mgr experience and suitability Average Good Good
Development mgr experience and suitability Good Good Good
Manufacturing mgr experience and suitability Average Good Good
Differentiation capacity Good (0.95)
Average (0.85)
Average (0.91)
Good (0.85)
Good (0.98)
Average (0.92)
Sales/Distribution/Advertising strength Average Poor Average
Prospects purchase behavior/motivation Average Poor Good
Comparison justification due to price level High Low High
Feature uniqueness Poor Poor Average
Service uniqueness Good Good Good
Performance/Technology uniqueness Good Average Good
Unique employee skills Extensive Extensive Extensive
Design engineering skills Extensive Extensive Extensive
Research skills Extensive Extensive Extensive
Enterprise strength Average (0.89)
Good (0.27)
Poor (0.32)
Average (0.92)
Good (0.61)
Good (0.92)
Average (0.92)
Table 1. Individual product results
Some of the (most important) facts underlying the assertions are included to gain some under-
standing of the reasoning process applied. Product21 is the most mature of all the corpora-
tion’s offerings, but while it has a secure footing in some respects, a gradual decline in sales is
predicted for the not too distant future. To safeguard against the inevitable, SBU2 has devel-
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oped Product22, which promises to become a success. It is innovative, combining both exist-
ing and new technologies in such a way that competitive imitation is unlikely for the time be-
ing. However, being a new offering it has no established markets or distribution channels,
other than those of Product21 which are not necessarily appropriate. The individual products’
contributions make enterprise strength ‘average’ for Product11 and Product21 and ‘good’ for
Product22 although Product22 can be seen to have a very high certainty associated with an
‘average’ value of enterprise strength as well. This can be interpreted in two ways: either the
evidence is so copious and overwhelming that while ‘good’ is clearly indicated, the small
amounts of belief that virtually every rule assigns to ‘average’ have built up to a large associ-
ated certainty, or the evidence for ‘good’ and ‘average’ is almost equal.
Applying the combination rules to these individually obtained results will give an insight into
the strengths of the SBUs and the corporation as a whole. For the time being, the combination
rules are simple linear combination functions of the product and SBU results respectively. The
parameters RelativeProductImportance and RelativeSBUImportance act as weights represent-
ing the significance of each individual product and SBU in the equation, and have been set at
1 for Product11 (reflecting its ‘only child’ status at SBU1), 0.3 for Product21 (indicating a
diminishing importance), 0.7 for Product22, 0.3 for SBU1 and 0.7 for SBU2. Ideally, these
parameters would be dependent on attributes of the instances they refer to, as discussed ear-
lier. With respect to joint operations and cost sharing, the only factors profiting slightly from
joint ordering and storing of raw materials at the moment are Cost leadership capacity and
Barriers to market entry, while the high corporate profile affects corporate image (Promi-
nence). For the time being, the parameters and certainties associated with the products yield
the following overall results:
SBU1 SBU2 Corporation
good ave poor good ave poor good ave poor
Cost leadership cap. - 0.49 0.91 0.55 0.92 - 0.31 0.78 0.27
Barriers to entry - 0.64 0.91 0.79 0.92 0.15 0.48 0.84 0.27
Ability to sustain posit 0.25 0.85 0.27 0.66 0.88 0.13 0.54 0.87 0.08
Prominence 0.65 0.82 - 0.75 0.69 - 0.82 0.73 -
Management Team 0.66 0.87 - 0.76 0.86 - 0.73 0.86 -
Differentiation cap. 0.95 0.85 - 0.94 0.92 - 0.94 0.90 -
Enterprise Strength 0.27 0.89 0.32 0.85 0.92 - 0.68 0.91 0.10
Table 2. Certainty factors for the SBU and corporate results
Not surprisingly, SBU1’s factor certainty ratings correspond to the results found for Prod-
uct11. Combining these with the ratings found for SBU2 and adjusting for synergetic effects
yields a corporate result that is believed to be above average, as witnessed by the substantial
belief in a positive rating for corporate Enterprise Strength.
6.2 Improvements
Explicitly including the facts contributing to each assertion in the results from the previous
part not only gives an insight into the reasoning process but also exposes a few of the weak-
nesses and threats the company is subjected to. Some of the weaknesses are easier to correct
than others, and similarly some of the threats are more easily avoided than others. Even if the
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company sees itself as incapable of changing the circumstances under which it operates, it
may take steps to minimize the possible negative effects they might have on the company’s
results. By identifying and changing the relevant facts in the database, a manager can see what
the expected effect of the corresponding action would be on the overall strength of the corpo-
ration.
Starting with Cost leadership capacity, the analysis indicates that SBU1 in particular has little
hope of successfully implementing a cost leadership strategy. Considering the odds against it,
the manager might decide to opt for a differentiation based strategy instead, but it cannot hurt
to take a look at some of the options open to him should he wish to improve the SBU’s cost
leadership capacity. In the first place, and most easily implemented, cost controls may be exe-
cuted more frequently, by SBU1 as well as SBU2. Past distribution channel cost, while af-
fecting the results for SBU2 especially, is not something that can be changed since it refers to
a situation that has actually occurred. It may however direct the manager’s attention to
changing the current situation in order to improve future analyses. The sharing of costs and
production is of course dependent on the production process, and will be considered unlikely
to improve in the near future. That leaves the various departmental capabilities, which on
closer scrutiny yield strong maintenance, assembly, stocking and engineering functions and
weak everything else. Improving packaging, delivery, and promotion capabilities seems the
easiest to tackle on short notice, while improving production abilities, design, and sales fa-
cilities may be indicated for more structural change. Focusing on cost control procedures and
the first three suggested functional capabilities for the time being yields the results found in
table 3.
Performing the same evaluation for Barriers to market entry shows far less factors under the
company’s control. Markets seem very accessible to potential competitors of Product11, and
unless SBU1 can share costs and/or operations with other divisions within the corporation or
prevent the competition from acquiring the technology used in the production process, there is
little it can do to improve the situation other than implement some of the changes in func-
tional capabilities identified above. SBU2 can put up greater barriers, mainly due to sharing of
operations and costs.
The Ability to sustain position factor is also concerned with competitive forces, but focuses
more on the product itself. Likelihood of competitive imitation and the strength of substitute
offerings pose serious threats for both Product11 and Product21, while SBU2 faces the added
problem of having little possibility of improving the performance of Product21 to (partly)
overcome these competitive threats. The development of Product22 can be seen as a response
to this situation. SBU1 does have room for improvement however, strengthened by the fact
that a prospective buyer wants more from the product in terms of quality, durability and con-
venience than just a low price. If SBU1 can develop a competitive edge to its product, it might
be able to lessen the threat of imitation or substitute products to some extent. Assuming this to
be the case, the expected effect on the ability to sustain position of SBU1 will be summarized
in table 3.
If the improvement also encompasses the addition of one or more unique features, as is to be
expected if the objective is to reduce the competitive strength of substitutes, this will simulta-
neously improve SBU1’s Prominence. In imitation of Business Insight, the enterprise foun-
der’s reputation, being no better or worse than those of competitors’, is not included in the
analysis. Product22 also lacks past market share, making the analysis less conclusive. Missing
information does not change the result of an analysis as such, but does reduce the certainty
associated with it. Corporate prominence seems high in comparison to the individual SBU’s
results, which is due to the effect of a high corporate profile, as mentioned earlier.
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Looking at the capabilities of the collective Management team for both SBU1 and SBU2, they
seem on the good side of average. This might be considered adequate but not entirely satis-
factory. Still, one of the advantages of a corporate structure is that while SBUs are more or
less independently operating units, headquarters can still contribute by providing expertise and
management support. Where necessary, departmental managers will be guided or retrained, in
particular both CFOs whose suitability may be questioned in light of the importance of their
positions. Neither of the management teams includes a sales & marketing manager, indicating
that this task is farmed out to an agency. Adding a strong and effective marketing department
may remove at least some of the cause of the rather average sales, distribution and advertising
results found under Differentiation capacity, which on closer reflection are mainly due to
weak advertising capabilities and heavily utilized distribution channels. The SBUs can solve
this by trying to develop new channels of distribution and/or improve their advertising skills if
they wish to make the most of their differentiation capacity. With respect to the prospective
buyer’s purchase motivation it appears that his awareness and knowledge level of both Prod-
uct11 and Product21 are low, another effect of insufficient advertising and promotional ac-
tivities. This seems an area worth paying attention to. Assimilating all these suggested im-
provements into the knowledge base yields the following results:
SBU1 SBU2 Corporation
good ave poor good ave poor good ave poor
Cost leadership cap. 0.32 0.54 - 0.94 0.72 - 0.71 0.67 -
Barriers to entry - 0.68 0.88 0.79 0.92 0.14 0.58 0.85 0.26
Ability to sustain posit 0.89 0.94 - 0.66 0.88 0.13 0.73 0.90 -
Prominence 0.72 0.87 - 0.85 0.69 - 0.84 0.74 -
Management Team 0.83 0.78 - 0.88 0.80 - 0.97 0.79 -
Differentiation cap. 0.97 0.87 - 0.96 0.92 - 0.96 0.90 -
Enterprise Strength 0.78 0.90 - 0.91 0.91 - 0.90 0.91 -
Table 3. Improved SBU and corporate results
The changes in SBU2’s results are particularly noticeable for Cost leadership capacity, Man-
agement capability, and Prominence, reflecting the increased application of synergetic effects
as well as internal cost control procedures and advertising & sales management potential. The
effect on enterprise strength is small, but quite significant. The changes for SBU1 are not due
to adjustments for synergetic effects, since it only produces Product11. Although Barriers to
entry, Prominence and Differentiation are hardly changed, both Management team capability
and Ability to sustain position show a markedly larger certainty associated with ‘good’, and
Cost leadership capacity has even lost its ‘poor’ value completely. Although SBU1’s capacity
to become cost leader is still not fabulous, paying a little more attention to where costs are in-
curred and how they may be controlled is always worth the effort. The cumulative effect on
the enterprise strength of all these (minor) changes in business factors as well as internal col-
laboration procedures is quite impressive. This is carried over into the corporation’s ratings,
which improve accordingly.
7. Conclusions
With an established expert system which can analyze strategic business plans for one product
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or service at a time as a reference model, we have managed to create a prototype one that can
address both issues of uncertainty as well as multiple products during one consultation,
thereby adding the possibility of incorporating synergetic effects in the overall assessment.
Aspects from various accepted theoretic frameworks have been incorporated in the knowledge
base, and while some may object that these are becoming outdated the beauty of an expert
system is its capacity to absorb knowledge in the form of new rules when and if required, pro-
vided the object model remains relevant to this knowledge. Due to the inclusion of uncertainty
and the nature of certainty factors however, the addition of new rules should be attended with
a revision of the certainty ratings in rules already concluding about the same attribute, to bal-
ance the reasoning process.
The inclusion of uncertainty in the knowledge base makes for a robust and intuitively accept-
able system, but at the same time limits the choices open to the developer with respect to the
reasoning method and rule format. In the first place reasoning is restricted to goal-oriented or
backward inferencing since data-driven inferencing may cause erratic outcomes as a result of
varying rule execution sequences. This in turn leads to restrictions on the rule format and data
allocation method. Having taken all this into consideration, the system as it stands is capable
of running a joint consultation of multiple products.
The examples given in chapter 6 do not of course constitute hard evidence of the program’s
effectiveness, but do give an indication of the kind of analysis the expert system is capable of
and how changing some of the input factors can influence the outcome of the consultation. To
thoroughly test the system at a later stage of development, data from existing enterprises may
be used and the results evaluated by the company’s manager for accuracy and applicability. In
view of the limited functionality incorporated in the application at the moment, this might be a
bit premature.
Further development of the system should ideally focus on two major aspects:
− Adding rules to the knowledge base, not only with respect to the enterprise strength but
also to evaluate other attributes of an enterprise, starting with the other key factors identi-
fied in Business Insight. These are development and engineering strength, manufacturing
strength, marketing/sales strength, customer service performance, buyer attitude, business
climate, competitive differentiation, competitor strength, market penetration costs, and
profit potential. For-loops have been included in the Main state to explicitly incorporate
competitors and competitive products in such a way that enterprise and product analyses
can be performed with respect to individual competitors and their offerings. Once all these
characteristics have been evaluated it would be possible to generate a report or message
displaying the key results to the user.
− Adding rules at SBU and corporate evaluation level to make explicit use of possible syn-
ergetic effects between products and/or SBUs in the analysis. So far, the existing rules
have been limited to combining already achieved results for individual analyses and ad-
justing these according to evidence of collaboration between entities, which only partly re-
flects the spirit of added corporate value through either joint operations or cost sharing.
In conclusion, the goals set i.e. expanding the rule base, adding uncertainty to the reasoning
method and creating a format that can handle multiple products and SBUs in its analysis have
been achieved.
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